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More than once a week
2%

Once a week
4%

Once or twice a month
42%Rarely

49%

Never
3%

On average, how often do you eat at the pub?



More than once a week
11%

Once a week
10%

Once or twice a month
43%

Rarely
35%

Never
1%

On average, how often do you drink at the pub?



Pub selling drinks and good 
â€˜pub grubâ€™ (pies, fish & 

chips, sandwiches)
9%

Pub selling drinks and good pub 
food plus a few changing specials 
including vegetarian and vegan 

dishes
64%

Pub with restaurant selling high 
quality food including vegetarian 

and vegan dishes
19%

Other
8%

What style of pub would you prefer The Abingdon Arms to be?



QUESTION 3 - STYLE OF PUB - "Other" responses

Pub selling good quality food but with some mid week.dining deals which would make it more affordable to dine in the pub 

more frequently. It is currently too expensive to dine there frequently plus the menu doesn't change 

1. High quality food and 2. A casual bar menu

drinks, pub grub, restaurant selling high quality ever changing "chalk board" menu based on available seasonal fresh produce.

Combo of the 1st two minus the vegan fad (there are plenty of fields in which to graze nearby)

A mixture of the top two 

The last option above but ensuring there is always a couple of good traditional pub-style meals, like pie and mash or fish and 

chips

Options one and two 

...but I do like nice sandwiches at lunch time....

High quality pub food PLUS innovative specials dishes. Occasional (eg monthly) 'themed' evening menus, eg Italian, Spanish, 

middle-eastern

Pub with restaurant serving good quality food but no interest in vegan or vegetarian personally

Preferably a menu with a mix of high quality food and more traditional pub food. Vegetarian and vegan options need to be 

more interesting and numerous than at present. 

Combination pub food (including sandwiches) and good medium priced food. Could be Thai, Chinese, but has to be good and 

good value for money

I waver between items 2 & 3

Good pub grub but with a varied menu (option 1 above gives the impression of very basic and limited options and may skew 

the results to this question)



A range of non-alcoholic
50%

High quality wines
39%

Other
11%

Apart from beers (see next question), are there specific drinks you'd like to 
be available?



QUESTION 4 - NON-BEER DRINKS - "Other" responses

Gins

Hot drinks (quality coffee, chocolate)

non alcoholic beer and Seedlip or equivalent

Gins and speciality tonics

Local fruit juices

no preference

"Real Ales"

Tea and coffee, quality juices

Happy with the current range including a nice cider

Ginger beers, Ciders, Fresh fruit drinks, eg orange juice, etc

Coffees, teas, hot chocolate

Good range of ciders

High quality not EXPENSIVE wines

Gin

A good choice of non-alcoholic beers, of which there's now good availability 

Malt whisky Glenlivet,Talisker, Lagavulin

a good selection of gins

None

More varieties of non-alcoholic beers

More major brands although Chris has responded recently with Baileys and Jack Daniels now available

Medium priced specialties from other countries

Wines; spirits; ciders (full range of drinks as you would expect in any good pub)



'National' keg beers e.g. lagers, 
Guinness, Hobgoblin

15%

'National' cask ales e.g. 
Ringwood's Razor Back, Fuller's 
London Pride;Cask and keg craft 
ales (examples in next question)

11%

Cask and keg craft ales (examples 
in next question)

39%

I don't drink beer
35%

What are your beer preferences? (you may pick more than one)



Shotover (e.g. Prospect, Trinity)
24%

Vale (e.g. VPA, Gravitas)
7%

XT (e.g. XT3, XT4)
9%

Oxbrew Community Endeavour ((brewed specially for 
Oxfordshireâ€™s community pubs)

16%

Phillsters
2%

Tap Social keg ales
7%

I don't drink ales
19%

A choice of a regular 'house' ale
14%

Other
2%

If you drink craft ales, which breweries' ales would you like to be available at 
The Abingdon Arms? (please pick one or two that you would always like to 

have on tap)



QUESTION 6 - CRAFT ALES - "Other" responses

Cotswold 3.8% is my favourite

Micro brewed on site!!!

no preference

XT4 is my favorite but XT are not the most customer friendly business to work with so the tenants must trade with 

commercially viable business's



Range of dishes
18%

Changing menu
18%

Prices
19%

Locally-sourced ingredients
19%

Vegetarian choices
13%

Vegan choices
3%

Smaller portions
3%

Children's menu
5%

Other
2%

Food offer: Which of the following are important to you? (you may pick more 
than one)



QUESTION 7 - FOOD OFFER - "Other" responses

A couple of interesting specials and really good classics, freshly and a place where you can go spur of the moment with the 

family if you don't fancy cooking.  

At the moment there is very little choice for lunch or snacks

Fish options

flexibilty for customers with specific dietary requirements

Good quality produce, well-prepared

Good soup/sandwiches sort of lunches

Good tasty food, reasonably priced. Not a gastropub

Important to have at least 1 or 2 cheaper options on menu. Also sandwiches / salads, specially at lunch time

Limited choice from ever changing locally sourced ingredients, "chalk board menu"

Proper pie dishes, a pork pie is a ploughman's dish, not a pub pie dish which should have pastry

Specials.   Simple and cheap eg Shepherds pie and more elaborate eg scallops

Good Pub Food but high quality.  the previous management got it spot on.

Tasty food, well presented, servbed on time. People welcomed when they come in, given a menu and offered a drink



What improvements, if any, would you like to see inside the pub and in the garden?

Responses

its fine

None, the layout works well given the space

It is fine as it is

The upholstery and cushions all need cleaning, replacing.

None now!

Local art exhibitions on the walls, local honey for sale, a large general noticeboard advertising local services and items for 

sale, a basket of books and DVD's to borrow/swap for free, support for local community shops and businesses

The pub is just right. The garden is just right. Well done!

bar snacks, eg scotch eggs, pies

No preference

Complete internal rearrangement. Take the bar away from the lavatories and incentivise customers on entering the building 

to move away from the door clogging the access. Move the pumps away from the access area.

Fires lit in winter, things for kids to play with in garden (the straw bales in a corner of the garden were very popular)

Good as is

Have always thought the bar could be moved left as you walk in so that it ran in the same configuration but was 2/3 meters 

to the left. The area to left is dead space but the area to the right is well used by locals, has a fireplace and now competes 

with traffic to the toilets. It would be 'reasonably' inexpensive if we utilised volunteer help again and most of the existing bar 

could be reused. It would also make the restaurant area seem less detached.

Nothing I can think of, now that the new and excellent toilets have opened

A shame the money spent on the new loos wasn't better invested in combining spend on a new kitchen, conservatory and loo 

block which would have increased covers making it more attractive to tenants and also given diners that wonderful view.

At some point, a project to build small chalets for short term rent (like the Talkhouse)

Divisions within the public areas  for privacy



Fires always lit in winter. Partly for warmth, partly for ambience. 

Keep it traditional. Itâ€™s a village pub. 

A garden dining room with that view would be great...

Open (or stove) fire in cold weather!

I think it's pretty good inside and out

None, it's a great-looking pub in  a great setting.  Don't change it, please!

Garden room/ conservatory 

happy as it is

Its perfect!

Nothing in the pub, except the new toilets are far too clinical looking and should somehow be "softened".  Ideally there 

would be more dining outside to take advantage of the views - so shelter and warmth would be required.

Keeping the garden well cared for, perhaps a little more colour on the terrace.  More comfort in seating inside

I think it is looking great!  What a difference.  It is lovely as it is.  Perhaps have a pizza oven which would address the 

comments above.  

More casual areas with sofas 

A larger drinking only area. A covered area in the back to take advantage of the views

A seating area for "drinkers" that doesn't block the way to the toilets

Better caustics

The pub is looking better than it has for years! No suggestions.

See comments at end

Something for children to do in the garden - eg table tennis, giant jenga - doesn't have to be climbing frame if that poses 

insurance problems

A comfortable seating area in the bar and perhaps a smaller bar

Don't know

Cleaned or replaced seat covers. No background music. Dogs in bar area only, on leads, and not allowed on seats. Covered 

(retractable roof?) outside area on top terrace. 

Possible for children to get in and out in winter without annoying people near the back door

No canned music

I think both are already nice

More effective use of the log burning stoves. Staff need to be trained. 

A glassed-in patio extension would be a great (and expensive) addition for diners and would add enormously to the pub's 

appeal



Better and more atmospheric lighting , candles and a real fire in winter 

None

No change. It is lovely.

Signs asking parents to supervise their children and consider the neighbours

More children's activities

happy as it is now

In the garden: screen the kitchen/ventilation from the patio/seating area.

Every thing is good.  Only negative is the noise of kitchen fan in back garden patio. 

The way out into the garden is a bit inaccessible (down rickety steps); that seems to be the next area that needs 

improvement.

A sound screen for occasional use between the barn and the bar area

No (or VERY quiet) canned music inside

The fantastic views from the back terraces should be marketed better both internally behind the bar and externally in the car 

park etc.The terraces currently lack TLC to the lighting and cleanliness.More soft cushions should be available in the 

restaurant for use on the wooden seats.

Would love to have more "sound friendly" - I have trouble hearing in the bar and restaurant

I like it as it is

I'm very happy with the decor

Keep the car park free of beer kegs and other clutter; try to define car parking spaces (in echelon) to maximise off street 

availability. 

if possible, improved access to the terrace



In July, we opened our new, fully accessible toilets, and we have tried to level the 

entrance ramp a little. Customers who are infirm, use frames, wheelchairs and other aids 

are better provided for, but is there more we can do for accessibility?

Responses

its fine

Agree

You have provided an excellent facility for all.

No

Accessible access to the terrace

No

No

I think you've got this one covered

Access to the garden from inside the pub is difficult for the infirm

not sure

Not seen yet

Probably not

Haven't tried new toilets yet but seems good to me

Good

See above

Automatic front door - will also help with the next question.

I think the improvements have been a great success and cannot think of any other suggestions

Getting into the garden is very difficult for the disabled, particularly with  a drink.

Haven't tried them yet so can't comment

not sure that the garden is very accessible for people with compromised mobility

Not really

Can disabled folk get into the garden, or even see the wonderful view with ease?

Sorry I haven't been observant enough to answer this.  Will pay more attention in future!

No

No



You've done a great job! (Is the rear garden accessible to wheelchairs? If not, the pub management would have to balance 

cost and benefit before embarking on what could be major work, and would have to make sure any changes were not 

detrimental to the view/atmosphere.)

What about a push button for door opening?

Don't know

A success

I don't know

I quite often have been in with a disabled relative. And I think it is harder to expect more in an older building. However It is a 

shame he cannot get down the garden steps. 

Manage the parking so cars find it easier to park in the car park . The end of the road is too narrow for large numbers of cars 

parking send blocking the pavement

It is fine

no

No.

How accessible is the garden?

Market the improvents direct to relivant groups and organisations ie Help the Aged.A Press release would be the most cost 

effective way of doing so

Sound baffling 

Don't know

Appears to be well organised



The new toilet block has baby-changing facilities. For safety reasons we do not provide an 

outdoor childrenâ€™s play area, though children are very welcome to play in the garden 

under adult supervision. But is there more we could do for parents with children?

Responses

no

dont bother!

Not a parent

No

No

No

Follow best practice and promote the pub as breastfeeding friendly 

Maybe some garden games 

The Magic CafÃ© in East Oxford is a haven for families with young children, providing high chairs, a box of toys and books 

and small portions of food for kids

no

n/a

Have a selection of games available e.g. giant jenga, giant chess and some age appropriate board games available (maybe 

charge small deposit to make sure they are returned in tact!)

No

Include some vegetables in every option of kids menu. After school activities for kids once in a while (I would come now my 

oldest is at school). Box with toys in cosy area, for toddlers? Open for coffee after school drop off occasionally, so parents can 

meet there? The little "houses" in the garden are a favourite of my kids but are falling apart

Good

Keep the front door closed to stop toddlers running out into the road. It's a pain having to keep running after them when the 

door is open - perhaps a stable door or gate on the picket fence when it's hot. The Red Lion in Islip attracted families when it 

had a climbing frame, safety was never an issue and should be down to the parents to keep their children safe (in a contained 

area). Even a few outdoor games or a Wendy house, the garden is perfect for something like that.



I agree that it is important that parents take responsibility for overseeing their young, and cannot think of anything else.

Swing

Kids menu reasonably priced 

There will always be more but I think you should first establish that there is a need for this.  For example, are parents with 

children staying away because of the LACK of children's play facilities?  And please don't forget that the ambience of the AA 

might change if you have an all-singing all-dancing kid's area, that children flock to in hordes.  This might drive other people 

(those who want a peaceful and quiet pub) AWAY from the AA (and I speak as a devoted grand-dad!)

Access to the garden without stairs eg path from car park

maybe a separate family area. 

Not really

Perhaps a skittles game for children or something similar but not a playground they can go to the playing field for that

In summer you could have a sheet of things to find outside, which would occupy them and keep them in the garden, whilst 

parents relax! 

No

I think it is sufficient - may be a closed off bark chip area just for kids

No

See answer re garden

Don't know

More prominent children's menu, including small portions of adult dishes

Make it clearer that they're welcome (a sign or two reminding snotty Sunday-lunchers that they're part of society). We have 

been told to restrain our (relatively calm) children so many times that we rarely take them in any more. A swing and a slide in 

the garden would help. Children lack exercise and stimulation too much nowadays because of safety arguments and an 

overcautious fear of litigation. Is that what we want? If a small change to our public liability insurance can't allow a swing and 

a slide then can't we make it at carer's risk? If we can have swings at the village hall, why not at the pub? The colouring 

pencils are great - but often not sharpened and no sharpener available. 

Outdoor childrenâ€™s play area. Parents allow children to use it at their own risk (is that allowed if itâ€™s on private 

property?). Iâ€™ve been to lots of pubs with childrenâ€™s play areas and theyâ€™re GREAT!

Maybe fence off the right side a little better - my kids can get over adventurous and stray into the next door garden.



I don't know

It is fine as is

See above. 

There are safe playgrounds and also lawn games that can be easily maintained. Parents can be told in a polite large notice 

they are responsible for their childrrns safety!

more varied childrens menu

No.

Develop the Children's menu in conjunction with Beckley School to maximize family footfall

Don't know

Not really aware of shortcomings

Excellent - needs clear door sign

Providing an inclusive facility is important, but in summer months, the number of children playing in the garden can 

significantly detract from the quality of the experience as a quiet dining / drinking venue   



Yes
30%

No
70%

Do you like background music in the pub?



Yes
36%

No
7%

Only if on a lead
36%

Not on the seats
21%

Should the pub allow dogs inside?



Yes
7%

No
32%

For selective broadcasts only 
(e.g. sport)

61%

Do you like to have a TV in the pub?



Monthly emails
54%

Instagram
6%

Facebook
12%

Twitter
4%

Website
21%

Other
3%

Publicity: how would you like the Tenant to notify you of events at the pub?



QUESTION 14 - PUBLICITY - "Other" responses

board outside

Weekly email of lunchtime specials as per The Bell at Hampton Poyle

Monthly e-mails but far enough in advance to help diary

Sign outside

Notifications outside the pub and via the Newsletter and Four Parishes magazine

Notices in the pub doorway 

WhatsApp

Beckley Village Newsletter

posters on notice boards and telegraph poles around the village



Yes
83%

No
17%

Menu publicity: would you find it helpful if the menu, especially daily 
specials, were posted on one of the above communications?



Pub quiz
14%

Community coffee mornings & 
afternoon teas

9%

Community lunches
10%

Community walks
11%

Literary and public interest talks
22%

Jazz sessions
14%

Other music sessions
18%

Other
2%

Which events and activities would you like to attend at The Abingdon Arms 
(select as many as you wish):



QUESTION 16 - EVENTS & ACTIVITIES - "Other" responses

Festivals like Beckfest, celebrations of community things, maybe special meals and supper clubs?

Sadly we live too far away (Cornwall) to benefit but your programme of events looks really interesting and I am sure we 

would practically live there if we were closer.

None of the above

Kids events

Children's entertainment days

Wine tasting or similar events

Anything - I think it is a brilliant meeting place and I'd love to attend more things if I have the time.  

Anything where children can make a bit of noise.

A good New Year's Eve Party with food and dancing

watch sports matches Rugby/Football

Talks about the area or other interest not just literary

Pub quiz;ComAn inter village Quiz night the 3rd Wednesday of the month with the 4 local villages competting who dont have 

a pub ie Elsfield,Noke,woodeaton and HCS this would garunteed 50 plus people in thr pub on a relatively quiet night and a 

Curry could be available in the interval

Am open to what might be offered

knit and natter sessions in winter months



What would encourage you to use The Abingdon Arms more?

Responses

better basic food - the quality of basics declined this year - so we used it less often , eg better burgers and fish and chips / 

veggie

fewer kids

Cheaper food, Sunday beef roast is expensive. More variety in the menu

Nothing necessary provided the welcome remains as good as has been achieved already.

nothing

A small range of cheaper option food. Maybe served only early evening.

Less gastropub; more local pub with good "pub grub"

Changing menu

Being based more locally! 

Some less expensive food options.

I would come much more often but unfortunately do not have a car! 

More events

Food deals 

Possibly mid-afternoon tea with really good cakes

Nothing

more spare time in my life!

Price reduction/offer mid-week (e.g. Red Lion Islip's 2 for one burgers on Tues)

Bar menu for eg walkers 

If we lived closer!

Sensibly priced "refuelling" good quality fresh food.

The ability to buy a few basic items (milk, eggs, newspaper) over the counter.

Reasonably priced dining options, changing menu, nice beer, as much local connection (ingredients, beer, community events) 

as possible

Attend occasionally 

Better and more affordable food

Varied, reasonably cheap lunches

consistent friendly staff, greater sense of community 'ownership', two tier menu (pub grub and specials).



Some more modestly priced lunch time food. Happy for mainly high quality more pricey food in the evening, though might be 

good to have limited number of " bar food" options. I visited quite a lot last year especially at lunchtimes but bit put off by 

how much I ended up spending on a couple of drinks and a bite to eat.

Not sure as we have to drive to get to the pub.

A better wine list, changing menu

Nearness to home

More range in the menu with pub grub basics AND some modern quality food

Sunday evening meals

Appeal more to our local community as far as food is concerned.  A more varied menu, changed more often, including 

sandwiches.  I often eat in pubs, but the prices at the Abingdon Arms are too high for everyday use, especially if families are 

to be attracted.  For the most part the food is not value for money.  I have had comments from some locals who say they 

never eat at the AA because it is altogether too expensive.

Friendly manager and staff as you currently have

More reasonably food   Happy Hour,  Friendly Staff

We like the pub and use it as much as we can already. 

A better wine list, changing menu

Discount for shareholders. You should produce a credit card sized membership card. 15 or 20% discount. 

Food prices that families can afford more regularly 

1) amazing food at reasonable prices 2) a changing menu to tempt me back 3) a consistent, welcoming management team 

and bar staff

If I didn't have to work in London quite so much!

More consistency in the feed-back I hear about the food.  Sometimes it's excellent, sometimes only so-so.  The general 

feeling seems to be that the excellent food is worth the price, but not the so-so offerings.  It's tough to say also 'open all 

hours' - I appreciate that the pub has to have a night or two off.  But why is it always a Monday?  It's very difficult to find local 

places to eat on a Monday.

Better value less formal food such as more sandwiches / simple lunches

More varied/ changing menu

reasonably priced food and food that was not pre-salted.  

If I still lived in the village, or even Oxfordshire, hope I will again one day.

Wider changing variety of food

Better food

More reasonably priced light meals, changing menu

Perhaps a wine tasting and then selected wines could be on offer in the pub after?



More affordable food especially when bringing the family. There should be some cheaper options. I used to like popping in 

for breakfast on the weekend.

Good affordable food

Lower food prices. Current food prices are too high to match the food quality. 

Some cheaper items (just one or two) on the menu. 

Bring my guests for lunch or dinner

Folk sessions

cheaper food and dog friendly

Lower prices

All the above but most definitely affordable food.

Better priced, good quality food

better value and varied menu, the tenants to be dedicated only to making this pub work and not to have other distractions

Nothing in the pub's control. It's my availability and free time that are the constraints.

Better food

Better and more reasonably priced food

A lighter lunch menu

We are not locals but support the pub from a distance and want it to thrive for the community.

good appropriately priced food, outstanding beer, 

Dependable good quality varied food

if we could cycle there faster!

Consistent warm and smiling welcome from bar staff. A great new tenant.

Cheaper, simpler food - less choice is fine. Feeling like I don't have to keep my children on a lead (summer is fine). Basic 

community shop services. 

Value for money, welcoming atmosphere, and good beer.. E.G London Pride. A loop system to assist hard of hearing people 

at functions

More time in my life!

Regularly meeting friends there for a drink - the cricket club used to meet on a Friday evening

Lower food prices. Current food prices are too high to match the food quality. 

More menu variety, both in dishes and prices 

cheaper food,  London Pride, Doom Bar, Timothy Taylors

good value food



if it can maintain the standard with new landlord

Better and more reliable service, cheaper selections

Good vegetarian food. More comfortable and relaxing seating and decor - feels very bare, and uncomfortable, and not a 

particularly relaxing place for a drink. I miss the old-world feel of the days of Mary and Brian, with cosy seating, brass-ware, 

and more privacy. Feels somewhat like a bare shed with over-sized furniture these days. Smaller tables, and more 

distinct/discreet seating areas (especially for two people) would be nice. 

Better selection of wines 

More jazz

As a local, I would like a menu which changed more frequently with good value pub food (ie a quick supper sometimes, rather 

than a restaurant meal), but with high quality food also available with a menu which changed regularly. 

Larger portions of some meals. A relative paid around  Â£21 for a lamb meal with couscous. The lamb was delicious although 

small, but also it was on a very small bed of couscous and came with no other vegetables. It was more like a starter than a 

main course. I think that for that price there should have been a bigger plateful- to have given more couscous and included 

vegetables would have at least made into a proper sized meal with little increase in overheads. As it was  that particular 

couple who often stay with me thought the price was excessive for what was more the size of a light lunch, felt there was not 

good value for money and are therefore reluctant to give the pub another try. Other dishes on the menu were a much better 

size, but how would you know that was the case when ordering?. Having said that, I certainly do not want to see ludicrous, 

wasteful and overflowing plates, but  you ought not to have such a small portion as was served that day for that price. I had 

to provide extra food when we got home.

A good chef

probably prices

The above functions and maybe more groups

More inside tables just to have a drink. 

keep pub as it is now

Good food.

Good drink.

Access for dogs (if not we will not be customers!)

Easier walk from HcS. 



I only visit Oxford at intervals during the year, and try to come to the pub at least once while I am there. I have not always 

been happy about the range of food available -- there should always be some simple choices available, and/or small portions. 

Community lunch possibly

Better reliable good food

Better value and daily food specials with as many local suppliers used as practically and commercially possible

Good food at fair prices. Welcoming atmosphere

Perhaps pub lunch item at moderate price

Confidence that a group of friends would be using the pub regularly

The menu

Open daily

More peaceful garden (i.e. not full of noisy children who are constantly berated by parents who are sat on the upper 

terraces)



What are your top 3 priorities for the pub's future?

Responses

higher quality basic food. good company ( more boozy blokes used it), range of good beers and wines that change - and 

regular tasting evenings.

Good beers, reasonably priced food

Reasonably priced, though not necessarily cheap, preferably locally sourced, good food. Changing menu. Happy staff.

It continues as community owned; it serves the community; the staff are welcoming

1. A weekday and a separate weekend menu. 

Maintain a friendly country pub atmosphere 

Serve good quality fresh food at a broad range of prices

Have a range of well kept ales

Stay open! Stable management. Friendly atmosphere. Decent pricing for food,

Find good tenants, find a good chef, 

A tenant who is regularly present in the pub. A vegetarian food choice that isn't just an 'add on'. Responsiveness, within 

reason, to the community's needs and wishes. 

Self-sufficient; local focused; good for the environment and the community 

Good prices, entertainment and atmosphere 

Friendly environment,  good prices, family and dog friendly

A nice friendly atmosphere like it currently has, good reasonably priced food, a menu that changes more often

Friendly atmosphere, all ages welcome, simple good food

Maintain the emphasis on more than a pub 

Better audio system for the talks

Relocate the TV to the restaurant area so that fans can demonstrate their support without disturbing others

good beer, friendly welcome, reasonably priced food

A nice place to be/Good beer/quality food at a reasonable price

Keep on as a gastropub but cater for casual and light eaters as well. 

None

Good value for money drinks and food 



Keep it open, keep it friendly, find (and keep) good tenants

Keep as is

Keep enquiring about and responding to wishes of local communities

Committed tenant (not seen as just a business proposition), preferably from the area.

Good community pub. Good quality food to attract people to travel from a bit of a distance.

Serving as a social hub for the local community is number 1 by miles. Then having an attractive enough ambience and food to 

continue as a place to which we drive visitors to us in Oxford -- note the 'continue' as the pub has been super for this under 

the outgoing managers.

Good, affordable food

Good wine

Garden

Maintain community feel; maintain traditional style; maintain family focus

Community friendly (all welcome as now), Good beer and food, Friendly staff

1  More affordable good pub food to attract locals.  2  Keeping a varied programme of lectures etc.  3 Good service and 

welcome  

Price and choices

Ask above

Good, affordable food

Good wine

Garden

1. Decent food - doesnâ€™t have to be gastro, just decent

2. Keep the Talks program going. Itâ€™s brilliant. 

3. Improve the cafe vibe during daylight hours

Affordable food / Family Friendly village atmosphere / Continued improvements to ensure the longevity of the business 

It's obviously very hard to get locals to eat there regularly. In the past I think that's because it's fallen between the stools of 

'destination pub' and 'not quite destination enough to make even locals want to eat there very often'. The limited menu 

hasn't helped either - once you'd eaten the burger and risotto you'd be unlikely to want them again. I think the food has to go 

a bit more exciting (or at least, more ambitious) to fill the place, but it would be great if there were some cheaper, changing 

options too. (The Sunday roasts have mostly been very good, if pricey). The staffing has been sporadically excellent and 

sometimes not so good. It's felt a bit lacking in dynamism and energy sometimes. It's also lost some of the community spirit 

that can make it so special. (Sometimes it can even feel a bit cliquey). 



A good tenant, support from the community and the committee, continuation of the great work started by Aimee and Joe

To stay open; to provide nice local food and drink; to remain friendly

1) that it continues 2) that its ambience doesn't change 3) that the view from the garden doesn't change either.

Friendly manager who works all of the time at the pub. Lunchtime light lunches such as sandwiches / salads 

That it is open,serves food and is viable

reasonably priced food, good opening hours, choice of guest wines/beers

obviously for it to remain as a pub forever, but would be great if there was Accommodation, Rooms to Book at the Pub 

upstairs or an Extension. For the pub to stay open all day, everyday and as late as possible especially with Events at Christmas 

& New Year.

1.  That it's warm and always welcoming

2.  That it does much more to attract walkers, twitchers, cyclists and trade from the B4027, Headington and beyond.

3.  That it provides a wider changing variety of food

To provide a point of social contact to village residents.

To be a nice friendly village pub serving a reasonable range of drinks and good, well-priced food.

To increase in popularity around the area to become more sustainable.

Better food, speedier service, varying menu.

Good food, better value food, more comfortable seating

Great to keep as a relaxed family & friends meeting place, reasonably priced but delicious food (can be simple), keep having 

the stimulating talks and events - it is all brilliant, welcoming stuff.  It is also great that the kids of the villages can have 

experience of employment there.  That all adds to the community feel and friendly welcome.  I think it is great to appeal to 

bring in all ages.

Friendly and welcoming, good affordable food, community activities.

To carry on as before

Lower food prices, changing menu, Christmas morning drinks. 

Good reasonably priced food 

Interesting events-jazz etc

Friendly welcome 

Stay open stay open stay open

sustainable,  captures community spirit of early days of project, inclusive

Stays open serves reasonably priced food and drink in a pleasant atmosphere.



Well-priced food & drink, a strong social hub, an attraction for those from further afield/ passing trade

Hands-on approach from lessee, good staff training, affordable food, including bar snacks

To be a more reliable experience, higher management profile, more variety of food offering

Keep it open. Keep it community-owned. Keep the traditional character: no TV, music, fruit machines, etc.

Food, food, food

To continue; to be a community asset; friendly and good service

Maintaining an active and engaged community board. Using survey results to guide future directions. Reflecting commitment 

to the cultural and environmental heritage of the area

that it generates enough commercail activity to survive

good company - good food - good beer

Recruit a great new tenant. Consolidate community programme to involve more local people, possibly opening up selected 

roles for volunteers.  Broaden food offer.

1. Basic community shop (could be evening only/hours that don't compete with Stanton if that's still an issue - though like 

many, we never use Stanton because it's too inconvenient); 2. Microbrewery.

That it should prosper with a long term tenant.. Continue to be a focal point of the village... That it operates in a sympathetic 

way with the local residents

1. A very personable landlord/manager who welcomes people like a long lost friend (Johnny Chick's recipe for success)  2. A 

good menu choice with some basic pub grub, some more interesting choices which changes regularly and seasonally and 

todays specials 3. More snacks and light food would encourage people to drop in for lunch/during the day

Lower food prices, changing menu, Christmas morning drinks. 

Friendly welcoming staff

Good range of beers 

Welcome drinkers and diners - mixed space 

Friendly welcoming staff 

A great tenant who wants to build the business; great value food; good wine and beer

to stay profitable for a good landlord.   to keep good food.  family friendly.

Friendly service, varied events, reasonable prices.

To serve the community; to offer decent home-cooked and locally-sourced food; to enhance rather than detract from the 

village (i.e. not to overburden with parking, and loud music).

Community , atmosphere and high quality service food and wine 

Friendly service, good snacks, good jazz

Quality food, changing menu and competitive pricing. 



To stay open

To continue to serve food. 

To remain a welcoming place for dogs in the garden and the bar area

Maintain quality

Retain good tenants

Keep the more than a pub ethos

Good beer/real ale, nice fire, good atmosphere

Good and friendly bar staff,, good food and good wines 

stay open, viable and welcoming

It remains community oriented 

There is a wide range of provision for all ages and backgrounds

The music needs to include other than jazz. An open mike night of poetry and singer-songwriters/ musicians and bands. 

Maeve Bayton could get it up and running !

Quality of food; child friendly; continue to attract visitors from outside village. 

A warm welcome

Friendly staff including local young people 

Good, but not exotic, food

As above:

Good food.

Good drink.

Access for dogs (if not we will not be customers!)

Continuation of its MTaP programme; moderately priced well cooked local produce; warm, hospitable, inclusive atmosphere.

Survival: Friendly landlord (s): Good food

New tenants with a passion to make it work for the long term benefit of them , the local community and shareholders.Top 

quality customer service.TLC and cleanliness

1 Neighbourhood resource and gathering place.  2. Place to eat, including with guests from outside village.  3. Good food at 

fair prices - consistently

1. To find suitable tenants. 

2. To make it more community friendly

3. To keep it a viable enterprise

Pleasant welcome



To maintain it as a traditional pub for the benefit of the local and wider community. Provide a simple, but varied snack / pub 

grub menu for those looking for quick options, or on lower incomes.  

stability

friendly calm welcoming atmosphere

good food 



Is there anything more you want of Beckley & Area Community Benefit Society Ltd, the 

community organisations which owns The Abingdon Arms?

Responses

financial updates on trading and the value of the investment and funds.

Congratulations to all involved who have delivered what was promised and even exceeded expectations. We have to accept 

tenants will change which is likely to remain a recurring challenge for the Board. Nevertheless the place looks loved and has a 

friendly welcoming atmosphere. Long term build a fund for a new kitchen and north facing garden room restaurant area. 

Some/perhaps many shareholders would support this with further donations and/or investments.

no

No

You're doing a great job

Opportunities to volunteer with the BaCBS ...?

No

No

Appoint the right tenant and do not interfere or impose functions/activities upon the tenant.

Info OK

I think you are already doing a fantastic job

no, good job being done despite lots of difficulties

More local produce sold in the pub?

Keep up the good work

I cannot think of anything

The Executive Directors of the Society are doing, and have done a First class job, subject to the above

More local produce sold in the pub?

The pub hasn't been very proactive with special-occasion dinners, feasts, guest chefs, foraging, seasonal nights - perhaps 

that's an area the society can work with the new tenants on.

To be kept informed of decisions being made by the committee on behalf of the shareholders, via email or news letter

No, I think you are doing a fantastic job.  I speak as someone who doesn't go out much at all, so am probably not your target 

audience.  But I am proud to be a (very small) part owner of the pub!



To think about a village handyman and a mechanism for sharing tools,equipment,vehicles to and from Barton and suchlike

no

Not really, it's doing a fantastic job!

No

No

For any new tenant to respond to suggestions from locals through the BACBS

No I think you are doing an amazing job! 

I think you are doing a great job at trying to appeal to as many as possible 

No

no

No

No - well done on everything achieved to date.

No. I think the society does an excellent job

Promote environmentaly sustainable practices in serving drinks and food preparation.

Increase participation and membership from villages other than Beckley.

No. All covered above.

Monitoring and listening is enough

Just find an enthusiastic new landlord/lady who really likes people and a good chef with interesting ifood deas

You're doing a great job, thank you.

The odd function to draw people in eg a band 

I think you have done a fantastic job so far - balancing practicalities and thoughtful forward planning, together with 

continuing admin, wider consultation and keeping an overview.  Keep on keeping on!  

Just keep the pub open and these surveys are hopefully useful ? Thanks! Elaine

no

No!

Help in encouraging other members of my community to use the pub

Doing pretty well already.



When arranging events try to ensure they do not clash with other local events ie in the church , last weekend having enjoyed 

a very enjoyable 2 hour walk out of 12 walkers only 2 of us had a drink afterwards due to the music event in the church that 

started at 5.With better proactive marketing on a very local level events could easily be better attended. BACBS should not 

ask the new tenants to hold and fund non commercially viable events

Can't think of anything right now, but would like BACBS to remain open to suggestions

I think that they are a marvelous group and do a great job!

No



Do you have any other comments and suggestions?

Responses

bring in special chefs some nights

Whilst the latest campaign to raise funds for the church was very successful, with falling congregations and difficulty finding a 

vicar to cover the four villages there is every chance one or more will have to close within the next decade. There is likely to 

be sufficient support to save such a historic building and to find a variety of uses for it. BACBS could be the right vehicle to 

embrace such a challenge. Something to consider in the "very" long range plan!!!!

no

As well as a destination venue the pub needs to retain its â€˜heart of the villageâ€™ feel. It is important to encourage as wide 

a range of users as possible from the local community. Hopefully the pub will continue its varied events and also expand as a 

venue for other activities

Eg themed nights, Saturday breakfast , kids make pizza etc

No

Dining deals especially for locals mid week for example 2 for 1 on mains 

It might be nice to offer a weekly pensioner's lunch with really affordable options to encourage some local residents on a low 

income to come out for a meal, especially in the winter when people can feel isolated

No

The Abingdon Arms is a super pub. I have been frequenting for decades (since Peter and Jane Hills were the Landlords and I 

was a mere babe in arms). I am delighted to see it thriving and so pleased my father David Talbot suggested 'investing' in its 

future. Many congratulations to you and good luck finding new tenants. 

Ideally the tenant should be a substantive shareholder integrated into the local community.  

Good luck finding new tenants! Thanks for the hard work

No

Thank you to all involved. Committee work like this is often a thankless task but is very much appreciated!

Please circulate the findings of this survey

Do make sure the new tenant is a committed local with much to gain from making a big effort! 

The expense of the loo block was eye-watering, the result is great from the exterior but has no character internally - it's a bit 

beige generic 3-4* hotel rather than the country pub it is. I'm sure this can be improved with some amusing artwork. Other 

than that it's been great so far with excellent communication.



Music in pubs:  I find that generally when music is played in pubs it is always   excessively amplified, which makes chatting too 

difficult and ruins the experience for me.  In the AA one hardly needs amplification.  

No

As above

It's been fantastic so far. friendly staff and amazing events for a village pub. Thank you!

Thank you for everything you are doing to run and support the pub.

Ensure new tenant works full time @ pub and has no other business interests elsewhere 

I feel the pub would be used more if it served reasonably priced pub grub and gourmet pub grub

Accommodation at the Pub.

No

We brought our friends from Malvern who thought prices for drinks high compared with their area

Not at the moment. 

Simple takeaway? (it was great when the food vans were there) it seems to work for â€œThe up in armsâ€• in Marston 

No

no

No

Thanks to the management group

None.

I feel we are not using one of our major assets, namely the views over Otmoor. This spectacular view can not be seen from 

anywhere within the pub... couldnâ€™t we start looking at building a large conservatory at the back, with new kitchens etc. It 

would have made total business and economic sense to do this alongside the new toilets, maybe incorporating them into one 

block. A couple of us put this idea forward but it was dismissed....

The current food offering is fine but it hardly changes, except for a few specials, and has a very limited offering ( no pasta, 

pizza, curry, spicy, sandwiches ). The quality is okay...but thatâ€™s not good enough. We are a â€œ destinationâ€• venue..we 

need a reason for people to travel to the pub...and that is usually the food... also we locals need a good reason to leave our 

homes to eat there...and again the food doesnâ€™t excite me enough. If I have friends with me we trend to visit better food 

outlets..Nuttree, Mole, Bell etc etc. We are blessed with some very good food outlets locally, we must up our game.

perhaps have an occasional pop-up chef,  



I live in Headington so don't get to the pub as often as I'd like, so my comments are a bit peripheral. I'd like it to stay as a 

proper pub but with the excellent food offering that it's had since becoming a community pub.

Keep it up please!

I imagine that being able to cover more tables with conservatory extension out the back would result in greater revenues to 

be able to cover some of the other items on the list above.

No

The question on background music needed space to comment. I'm happy with background music but would like more variety, 

not just the same playlist over and over. Maybe have jazz, folk, and classical at times, as well as pop. The pub needs to get the 

volume right, it's often too loud. 

background music question is tricky to answer - if it is not done properly then music does not work in a village pub.  so 

answered yes but with reservations!

I should explain that my husband is very unwell at the moment - hence we are not using the pub at the moment.We believe 

that a dedicated chef is a crucial component of success .Also a relaxed bar for local gathering is essential.

In summary high quality imaginative and unpretentious food which allows for a range of prices ( for example favourably 

priced starting dishes) so that it is possible to spend less but well-would be welcome.A quality house wine would also be 

welcome,

I would like to thank everyone who has put in such an effort so we still have a village pub 

Very impressed with the community nature of the pub. When we visited we felt that we were among friends. This is rare and 

valuable. Thank you  

Unfortunately I am very often at a relatives house on  a Sunday when most of the talks are.  Having some on other days of 

the week would be good 

BBQs, bands. 

Not being much of a drinker, I drink rarely at the pub.  But I visit at least a couple of times a month for evening meals and/or 

for coffee  on Friday mornings.

Would like pub to have a more village friendly feel. When we first moved here the manager welcomed us and got to know us 

by name. Subsequent manageress a bit â€˜coldâ€™. 

Please try to keep it as near as possible to how it is now

On the whole, the pub seems to be doing well, and is a very pleasant place to visit!

Is it possible to look again at potential sound barrier between the barn and the bar area?

We like to take guests there as well as have the odd Sunday lunch just as a couple but food needs to be interesting/good 

reliable quality to keep us going 



Prices of Drinks as well as the food should be reviewed as some are top end and it drives customers away.Staff uniform 

should be smarter .The cark park needs to have the parking bays marked to maximize the number of cars that can use it .

Keep up the good work

Coordinate more with other local activitiers

Continue to welcome newcomers, others whose lives have changed and they can now be more involved

Only to have 'family friendly' evenings that will encourage more group participation


